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publisher Appracadabra.

Children from the age of  two learn to count from one to 20, while playfully poking at one stubborn 

pony, magically pop three rabbits out of  a black hat or rescuing a delicious pie from 20 very hungry ants.

Learning to count is a big adventure: tap to make four dogs pooh and pee, six frogs jump for joy and help 

hunting down 18 buzzing mosquitoes! Every time you tap on an animal, you’re rewarded with a funny 

sound. ‘Count the Animals!’ also helps children develop the pre-math skill of  connecting numbers to 

quantities.

‘Count the Animals!’ learns you how to count to 20 in Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, English, French, German, 

Greek, Italian, Japanese, Lithuanian, Polish, Portuguese, Slovakian, Spanish, Swedish, and Swiss 

German.

‘Count the Animals!’ is illustrated by renowned Dutch illustrator Caroline Ellerbeck, who also published 

two Little Golden Books. This children’s app is available for iPhone and iPad, on the App Store, starting 

About Appracadabra

Appracadabra is a new children’s app publisher specialised in apps with a handmade feel. Appracadabra 

is a Dutch company, founded by Marlis Zimmermann, Xander Wiersma, Jochem Paarlberg and Diana 

van Ewijk in 2011. ‘Our apps are being made on the drawing table — you can almost feel the strokes of paint and 
smell the ink — even if the app is actually made on the computer!’ said Xander Wiersma.

Together with an international network of  illustrators, designers and programmers Appracadabra 

languages. Appracadabra will be launching a new app every two months.
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